From the beginning of our history, from the caveman to emperors, from philosophers to warriors,
priests, artists and misfits, marketing companies and politicians, humans were always trying to “bomb”
the society with symbols and icons, beauty and propaganda, divine and vandalism, magic and nihilism!
What you see depends on where you stand, physically and mentally.
The world is a huge canvas and I choose enlighten memories, motion and colorful dreams!
Enjoy!
www.reb.gr
https://www.instagram.com/reb.mwc
https://www.facebook.com/vassilis.rebelos
Reb born, raised and studied in Thessaloniki, Greece. He starts vandalizing walls since he was a baby
and follows painting and drawing lessons.
After watching “STYLEWARS”in 1991, he gets more focused to the phenomenon called graffiti, while
at the same time he gets involved with comics, tattoos, and graphic design.
In August 2002, he establishes the only Graffiti-Street Art shop in Thessaloniki, MWC Graffiti and
Design, that manages and coordinates until today. In his agenda, we find a number of participation in
graffiti festivals and exhibitions like Chromopolis, Meeting of Styles, MWC Jam, Athens Biennale,
etc...
Beside schools and street walls, you can meet Reb’s work indoor for companies and institutions such as
TITAN cement, Goethe Institute Athens, Smirnoff, Gordon’s space, Algida, Fenafresh, etc…
In October 2015 he finished his biggest project so far at TITAN Thessaloniki, directing and realizing a
scenery of over 2.500 sm on the surface of a cement plant building.
At this moment he is painting the walls of Barcelona, wishing to everyone a colorful life.
Reb likes to focus on the sunny side of life. His approaches always colorful, with a dream ambiance,
against the buildings straight lines and grey, are trying to remind us the simple joys of life against the
hype of busy schedules and stress. A memory of dream or a dream of a memory, something that
modern man seems to have forgotten. We are more than what we have done!

